The problem of free in-plane nonlinear nearly harmonic vibrations of elastic suspended cables is investigated, with particular emphasis on the configuration of multiple spans, coupled via suspension strings, which is relevant in the context of overhead transmission lines. A systematic asymptotic theory is developed, for a suitable set of small parameters based on a shallow geometry and the presence of only transversal waves. The finally obtained reduced set of equations is solved by a variant of the Lindstedt-Poincare technique. The (non-trivial) solutions for multiple spans appear to be gravity waves, considerably different from the elasto-gravity waves in the symmetric single span configuration (which is included for reference). An internal resonance is discovered giving a new explanation to the practically observed asymmetry of the vertical displacement.
The problem of free in-plane nonlinear nearly harmonic vibrations of elastic suspended cables is investigated, with particular emphasis on the configuration of multiple spans, coupled via suspension strings, which is relevant in the context of overhead transmission lines. A systematic asymptotic theory is developed, for a suitable set of small parameters based on a shallow geometry and the presence of only transversal waves. The finally obtained reduced set of equations is solved by a variant of the Lindstedt-Poincare technique. The (non-trivial) solutions for multiple spans appear to be gravity waves, considerably different from the elasto-gravity waves in the symmetric single span configuration (which is included for reference). An internal resonance is discovered giving a new explanation to the practically observed asymmetry of the vertical displacement.
Application of the theory to describe the reaction force induced to a suspension string is indicated.
Introduction
In the present paper we will present a study of non-linear free vibrations of suspended elastic cables.
The problem was motivated by research on an aero-elastic instability of overhead transmission lines, called galloping. This galloping is generated by a combination of wind and ice rain and results in a slow almost vertical periodic cable motion. For high enough amplitudes neighbouring conductors may touch each other, causing a short circuit and structural damage to the cables [10] . Although recognised and studied for more than fifty years, the problem is far from being solved. For example, it appears to be still not possible to design the system of towers and suspended electricity cables, possibly equipped with dampers, to be free of galloping.
An important observation is that galloping is a motion of the cable very close to a free vibration, since the forces (wind) are only small. Various aspects of galloping are therefore inherent to the free motion the cable is close to, and the study of the dynamics of free vibrating suspended cables is essential for understanding galloping. For example, the coupling between harmonics, the relation between tension and displacement, and the existence of internal resonances can be found by studying the equivalent free vibration. Although the related theory of tensed strings is a classic and well established part of theoretical mechanics [5J, the theory of a vibrating heavy elastic suspended cable is relatively new. A number of investigations on the problem have been published for the geometry of a single span, i.e., with fixed ends [1,2,3,4,7,9J. However, the geometry we will mainly consider, which is the most relevant in overhead transmission line practice, consists of a series of coupled spans, and to our knowledge this has not yet been treated in the literature. Nevertheless, our theory is equally well applicable to the single span configuration, and this will therefore be included for reference.
The analysis will consist of three parts. First, we establish the model adopted, with differential equations and boundary conditions. This is relatively standard. Then we derive an asymptotically approximate problem by introducing a small parameter based on assumptions on sag, instationary amplitude, and transversal and longitudinal wave length, which are essentially the same assumptions necessary for the well-known parabola approximation of the stationary solution. The resulting (still nonlinear) problem is similar or nearly similar to that of other studies. We believe, however, that our approach is more systematic and consistent. Finally, we solve the equations by a variant of the Lindstedt-Poincare technique [6J. For this we assume the existence of a periodic nearly harmonic solution, and expand the dependent variables in a perturbation amplitude power series (on practical grounds restricted here to three terms). The full solution includes a variety of standing and propagating waves, and some additional conditions of symmetry and regularity are applied to define the solution further.
In addition, the reaction force in the suspension string, relevant to measurements of galloping, is briefly discussed.
Model

Differential equations and boundary conditions
Consider a cable, fixed at the outer ends, and divided into N equal spans by N -1 supports. These supports are inextensible suspension strings of length a and negligible weight, suspended from fixed pivots separated by a distance S, the span size. The suspension string allows the span end to describe a circle of radius a, and thus provides a coupling between adjacent spans. Through all spans the cable properties are the same.
The cable is linearly elastic, with negligible bending stiffness and friction effects, of uniform undeformed cross-sectional area A, mass per unit length m, and Young's modulus E, and with a length per span L when the cable is free of tension. We parametrise the position along the cable (per span) by the variable f. E [0, LJ, such that this is just the arc length when the cable is unstretched. The time variable is t. The cable moves in a vertical plane provided with a Cartesian coordinate system orientated such that the gravity vector points into the negative "y"-direction. The cable's position is
